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Seven Sours of Distinction and The Great Gatsby Inspire New Winter Cocktail Menu  
from The Monarch  

 
KANSAS CITY, MO, November 5, 2019 – This winter Monarch Cocktail Bar & Lounge offers a new 
cocktail list for the winter season focused on Sours of Distinction and inspired by the classic American 
novel, The Great Gatsby. Created by award-winning Bar Director, Brock Schulte, and his team, the new 
menu works in local and rare ingredients allowing for classic and pioneering cocktails to play off each 
other throughout. Below are a few highlights: 
 

• Seven Sours of Distinction – From Negronis to Margaritas, The Monarch has been 
highlighting classic cocktails on each menu since their inception. Each new focus brings with it 7 
iterations on a timeless drink. This winter join the gangs of New York with the Forty Thieves 
(Blanton’s Original Single Barrel, Blood Oath Pact No. 5, 1987 D’Oliveiras Madeira Boal Reserva, 
Benedictine Demerara, Dehydrated blood orange, antique paper smolder) complete with 100-year-old 
paper smolder and monogrammed gold coin housed in crystal ice. 
 

• Gatsby, Carraway, & Buchanan – Inspired by the classic American novel, The Great Gatsby, 
the intimate Parlour menu features rich flavors for winter with curated cocktails inspired by the 
inhabitants of West and East Egg. Get a taste of The Green Light (Blanton’s Original Single 
Barrel Bourbon Whiskey, Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14 Year Old Single Malt Whisky, High West Bourye 
Whiskey, Angel’s Envy Rye Whiskey, Five-spiced J. Rieger & Co Whiskey Winter Cordial, Parlour Bitters 
Blend, Cinnamon Smoke) and sip this elegant representation of a four whiskey fall-spiced, Old 
Fashioned 
 

•  An Ode to Cold Weather and Warm Whisky – A modern twist on the cold weather 
classic, the Onsen Toddy (Nikka Coffey Malt Whisky, Ohishi Sakura Cask Finish Whisky, Mellow 
Corn, Lillet Blanc, Roasted Cacao Hot Tea, Beet Powder, Buttermilk Matcha Foam Cap) blends three 
whiskies – malt, corn and plum – to bold effect as the cacao tea ties the flavors together. 
Topped with house-made buttermilk-matcha frozen foam, this delicate balance of hot and cold is 
what winter is all about.  

 
The Monarch (@monarchbarkc) was named “Best Cocktail Bar of the Year” (Nightclub & Bar Magazine) 
earlier this year and received the distinction as a semifinalist for “Outstanding Bar Program” from the 
James Beard Awards.  For a look at the featured cocktails and the complete Winter menu click here. 
Schulte can share recipes and insights to support coverage. Please reach out for more to: 
sean@gregoryvine.com. Cheers!  
 
About The Monarch Cocktail Bar & Lounge  
The Monarch is a social setting for the cocktail curious and drinks connoisseur, the vision come to life of a team of 
architects and bartenders who collaborated on every detail. Architect/Owner David Manica of Manica Architecture 
(Kansas City, London, Shanghai) worked with the bar professionals from day one to design a lively setting to 
experience Kansas City’s most refined cocktails, service and small plates menu. Along the way they re-imagined the 
bar as we traditionally know it, electing for new approaches such as an open center bar, approachable from all sides 
with no back bar to obstruct the perfect sight lines of the space. The stylish Main Bar area seats 24 at the bar and 
up to 50 on intimate banquettes. Guests can choose tableside Bar Cart service for classic, stirred drinks or seasonal 
drinks creations, that like the flight of the monarch butterfly, span the world over. There is room for 60 on the chic, 
al fresco Monarch Terrace in season. Behind closed doors lies the Parlour Room, an inner bar open by invitation-
only. For more: www.themonarchbar.com and @themonarchbar.  


